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DEPARTMENT SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDELINES

Don’t be daunted by the terms. A number of resources and support materials have been created to help you get to grips with
all aspects of social media and you should familiarise yourself with HR’s social media policy for staff. If you have any
questions or require one-to-one support on social media, please contact the Social Media Engagement Team in
Communications on social-media@open.ac.uk

If you have content which you think is appropriate for the corporate OU social media channels, please let the team know
well in advance. There is further guidance in this document to help you tailor your content for each social network and
therefore maximise the opportunity to be shared by the corporate channels.
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FOR STAFF WHO RUN ACCOUNTS REPRESENTING A DEPARTMENT WITHIN THE OU
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WHY DO WE NEED DEPARTMENT GUIDELINES?

It’s important that we have guidelines to help staff get the most out of social media while maintaining quality and
standards. Social media may be free but your time isn’t and building a strong, engaged community on any social network
will require a significant investment of time and resource.

These guidelines should be read in conjunction with the OU’s Social Media Toolkit. They are designed to ensure you get the
most value out of the time and resource you’re investing but also contain obligatory guidance on the use of The Open
University’s brand on social media.

There are already strict guidelines for using The Open University brand and it’s important that we extend these quality
controls to our activity on social media.
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HOW CAN SOCIAL MEDIA HELP?

• Reach a more specific audience for their message that is too ‘niche’ for the corporate OU social media channels or has
a totally different audience

• Showcase work happening within their department that is relevant to the wider university population and highlight
available resources

• Give staff a platform to talk in more detail about their specialist areas to students and colleagues
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HERE ARE SOME REASONS UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENTS ARE ACTIVE ON SOCIAL MEDIA

While social media isn’t the answer to everything, it’s without doubt a great

way for people to informally shout about the great work they’re doing.

Equally, it’s great way for us to learn more about what our audiences like to

read and engage with and the OU community on social media is an

excellent source of story leads.

Robyn Bateman, Deputy Head of Social Media Engagement

Members of the media – whether in print or broadcast – will often check

out an academic’s profile on social media, Twitter in particular, to gauge

how they ‘sound’ and to get an idea of what they cover. So a good, lively,

up-to-date profile is a real bonus. Also having an active profile can be

useful if the media team need to introduce an academic, perhaps to

signpost some research or flag your expertise when a quick turnaround is

needed in response to media queries on Twitter.

Christine Drabwell, Deputy Head of Media Relations



WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

The corporate Open University social media channels endeavour, where possible, to showcase all the great work coming
from each of the university departments. But they also have a wider remit, focusing on OU policies, news and external
campaigns.

Departments should be able to create and manage their own communities where appropriate as well as work with the
corporate channels to reach a wider audience when required. It is also worth noting that social media might not always be
the best channel for your message.

Fundamentally, social media works best when people engage with each other. By departments and individuals being
more active, we can share each other’s messages and ensure that we reach the widest, appropriate audience
possible.
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS TO THE OU?



DO WE NEED AN ACCOUNT?

Make sure you are working within them.

Before creating an account, fill out the request form on the Social Media Toolkit homepage. In preparation, go through these
questions:

1. Why do you want to start an account? What would you like to achieve with it?

2. Could working with the corporate Open University social media channels achieve the same outcome?

3. How much time do you have to dedicate to running your social media accounts? For example, to run a
successful Twitter account takes a minimum of 10 hours per week, every week.

4. Who is your target audience and do you have content which they will find valuable?

When you complete the questionnaire, someone from the Social Media Engagement Team will be in touch to discuss next
steps.

The Open University Marketing Department has strict brand guidelines. It is important that any official accounts created for
use by your department adhere to these. If you have a specific brand query, please email brand-enquiries@open.ac.uk
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THERE ARE STRICT GUIDELINES FOR OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY ACCOUNTS
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PLAN FOR SUCCESS

Social Media Strategy



SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY

Now that you have your social media account 
set up, you need to plan for success. This 4 
step method will help you to focus your time 
and resource on the activities which are most 
important when it comes to reaching your 
faculty goals. 
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THE CUBE METHOD©

DEPARTMENT 

GOALS:

What are you trying to 

achieve?

TARGET AUDIENCE:

Who are you trying to 

engage?

Which social networks 

do they use?

MEASURE & 

IMPROVE:

Make sure your time 

and effort are getting 

the results you need

CONTENT:

What can you share 

that your audience will 

really value?



SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY

Goals - Make sure you are completely clear on what you are trying to achieve with any social media
account you set up. Avoid vanity goals like followers or views for your content. Keep asking
yourselves ‘why?’ until you are at the absolute core of what you want. Decide which metrics are
going to represent success so that you can track your achievements.

Target Audience - Who do you want to engage? Are they already served by the corporate OU social media
channels? If not, which social network are they actively spending time on? The Social Media
Engagement Team can help you to find this out if you’re unsure. It’s important you don’t make
assumptions here. Audiences move and grow daily so you may be surprised.
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SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY

Content - Creating compelling content takes time, resource and listening to your audience. Don’t

underestimate the work that this will take! Do you have quality content ready to share?

Spend some time on your chosen social network reviewing the content your audience are

currently engaging with. It’s a good idea to set up a Content Calendar to help you organise your

time and resource to create the content you need.

There are resources available on the Social Media Toolkit to help you get started with content

creation. Please also check with the social media team for advice and guidance on best practice

if you’re unsure.

Measure & Improve - Your time is precious so it is vital that you make sure you’re getting the most out of your efforts.

Go back to your agreed goals and check whether your activity is working for you. Again, you can

visit the Social Media Toolkit for further support and advice.

If it’s not working, don’t be afraid to close your social media account or ask the Social Media

Engagement Team for advice.
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THE CUBE METHOD©
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WHEN AND WHAT TO SHARE

Listening will help to shape your thoughts on what is best to share with your audience. It takes a bit of confidence to share
things for the first time so build up slowly:

• On Twitter or Facebook you can start by re-sharing relevant content from the corporate OU accounts

• Talk to the social media team about the type of content you have available and how best to showcase it

Timing is also very important when it comes to success on social media. It will take a bit of practice to find out the days and
times that work best with your audience but you can get started by scheduling the following:

• Twitter – 3 updates per day (working towards 6)

• Facebook – 3 updates per week (working towards daily posts)

• LinkedIn – 3 updates per week
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TONE OF VOICE

It’s important that The Open University brand tone of voice is represented across all public social media accounts. Luckily,

the official tone is well suited to social media communication:

Be open - We’re not for the few, we’re for anyone. So we use everyday words that everyone can relate to.

Be trustworthy and authentic. Inspire with real quotes and stories.

Be warm - We’re engaging and encouraging. We talk to people as very different individuals.

Be personal. Say ‘you’ and ‘we’. Use we’ll’ and ‘we’re’. Avoid jargon.

Be positive - Share a view of the world that is confident and brave. Stand tall, have a point of view, be precise.

And get to the point – make every word count.

Be dynamic - This is the future of learning – we’re changing lives and changing society.

Be forward-looking and innovative. Write with energy. Vary sentence length. Have lots of white

space.
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MITIGATE THE RISKS

The best way to avoid making a mistake on any social network is to listen first. Make sure you understand the culture of the

platform by following and listening and learning from others.

Don’t:

• Say something on social media that you wouldn’t say in person, in public

• Say anything that would bring The Open University into disrepute

• Use social media after a few too many drinks!

Do:

• Familiarise yourself with HR’s social media policy for staff

If you make a mistake, own up to it. Delete and apologise if necessary. Reach out to The Open University press and social

media teams if you need support. Don’t be embarrassed or worried, it happens and they can help.

If you become aware of an issue which may end up on social media, or is already brewing on the corporate account, please

leave it to the Social Media Engagement Team to respond or alert them via social-media@open.ac.uk

You can contact the press team at press-office@open.ac.uk
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PASSWORDS AND SHARING INFORMATION

The safest form of password you can use to protect your accounts from being hacked is using three separate words that
would never be used together in a sentence. For example:

Tiger Nappies Bookshelf

Keep accounts secure by changing your passwords regularly.

If the owner of your social media account changes, please let the Social Media Engagement Team know.
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BE CAREFUL BUT… HAVE FUN!

While there are risks involved with being on a social network, there are many, many benefits and lots of enjoyment to be
had!

If you look at the corporate account, you will see that the higher education community are open to vibrant conversations and
engage enthusiastically with The Open University and what we stand for.

We want you to enjoy the time you spend engaging on social media and get the most out of it. Here are a few of the things
we’ve learned that help us do that:

• Get into conversations! Social media enables you to talk to a wide variety of people globally about topics important
to them and you

• Share and retweet updates from people you value, it shows them you appreciate their work and will help you build
relationships

• Use visual content to catch people’s attention and help you to tell your story in the best way possible
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SOCIAL ACCOUNT SPECS

Technical specifications for your social media accounts



LOGOS
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LOGO SPECIFICATIONS

As per the brand guidelines from The Open University, all social media accounts representing none academic bodies within
the University will have the same logo. The logo consists of the white shield against the OU Orange background. You can
download your logo from The Open University Asset Bank. If you have any trouble finding or downloading the appropriate
logo, please email

brand-enquiries@open.ac.uk

OU Orange

Pantone 717

CMYK: 0 / 73 / 100 / 0

R: 242 / G: 101 / B: 034

#F26522
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PROJECT ICON SPECIFICATIONS

For specific projects across the organisation, Marketing have created appropriate icons for you to use for social media. You
can download your icon from The Open University Asset Bank or request a new icon by contacting brand-
enquiries@open.ac.uk

Below are examples of how your project might be represented in icon form:
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EXAMPLE
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WHICH NETWORK?

Choosing the right social network for your purpose



FACEBOOK

Managing a Facebook Page is a big commitment where gaining followers and organic reach for your posts is challenging 
and time consuming. On average, only 4% or less of your followers will ever see your updates organically (without having to 
pay to promote to your followers). In order to maximise that, you need to be consistently optimising your activity to get your 
followers to respond. There are resources on the Social Media Toolkit which will help you to do this.

The corporate OU Facebook Page does have the ability to target specific audiences so if you cannot commit to posting at 
least three quality posts per week for the long term, perhaps working directly with the social media engagement team on 
an ad hoc basis would be more beneficial.

Scheduling your updates using will make a big difference as it sends a signal to Facebook that you are consistently active 
and therefore your followers will get value. 

Check your Facebook Page Insights regularly so that you can get a feel for the content that works best for you. As a general 
rule video content (loaded directly to the site rather than linked to) gets the most reach organically (without paying to 
advertise), followed by images and galleries. However, your audience may react differently so always test. 

If you have questions about how that works, testing or any other aspect of running your FB Page, please contact the Social 
Media Engagement Team on social-media@open.ac.uk
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TWITTER

The culture of Twitter is to seek out users who have the same interests as you and connect. Twitter makes this easier by the

use of hashtags to search for relevant interesting topics. For our purposes, Twitter is also by far the most popular social

network in the academic space, making it a core focus for The Open University.

Learn the hashtags that your community use to talk to each other and use it to feed your content planning. Follow active

users from this listening exercise to form a strong, relevant base for your Twitter activity. Use hashtags sparingly, no more

than two per post, and try not to let them clutter your posts.

It’s fine to reach out to people you don’t know on Twitter and start conversations but remember, always ask yourself: what

would you say if you were in a room with this person?

Include the @OpenUniversity handle in your tweets when you’re at an event etc to help the corporate channels share your

content where relevant.
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YOUTUBE

YouTube is the second largest search engine and popular videos will turn up in search results where appropriate. With over one billion users

worldwide, YouTube reaches one third of all internet users worldwide.

The Open University has an established YouTube channel for hosting video. By using the same channel, you will maximise the chances of

users seeing your videos as ‘recommended’ after watching other OU content.

It is also worth noting that you should not share YouTube videos on Facebook or Twitter. You will get more reach for your video if you upload it

directly to the social network you are posting to. See best practice for guidance on video standards.

To ensure the best response to your video on YouTube, we recommend the following:

• Record in landscape

• Make sure you have the best possible audio (even when recording on a mobile phone) by using a lapel microphone

• Think about the lighting. Can we clearly see the subject of your video?

• Use a tripod when recording to ensure the camera is steady throughout

If you don’t have access to equipment, email social-media@open.ac.uk to discuss available options.

Finally, provide a detailed description of the content as well as any keywords you think people would use to search as well as a video title. Visit

The Social Media Toolkit for more advice on recording quality video for social media.
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LINKEDIN

With 106 million monthly active users LinkedIn is smaller than Twitter and still playing catch up with the other social media

channels. This isn’t surprising as LinkedIn is for professionals who are serious about networking within their industry. You

can use LinkedIn’s own search to find out how many of your target audience are using LinkedIn.

LinkedIn won’t be the best place to network as a faculty or department but members of staff will benefit from having up to

date profiles.

If you want to test your content on LinkedIn, contact the Social Media Engagement Team.
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INSTAGRAM

With 700 million monthly active users, Instagram is twice the size of Twitter but the most time-consuming to grow a following

and get engagement.

Work with the corporate account if you would like to use Instagram as a social media channel. Submit your images or

suggestions to social-media@open.ac.uk and talk to them about how subject-specific images an be cross-posted to other

channels via the OU Instagram account.

If you’re unsure about style and sizing visit the Social Media Toolkit.
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SOCIAL MEDIA IN ACTION

Putting these guidelines into practice



WORK WITH OUR CORPORATE SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS

Make it easy for the corporate Open University social media channels to share your updates to a wider audience. As they
have strict brand guidelines and quality control, it’s easier for the OU to share your content if it’s high quality:

• Use the correct image size for the social network

• Don’t share vertical videos, always record in landscape

• Use high quality images. Visit Social Media Toolkit for further guidance on images

• Use relevant site links in your status updates and include people’s Twitter handles where appropriate

Give the Social Media Engagement Team as much notice as possible if you want them to help draw attention to something
you’re sharing
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TROLLING

Trolling is when someone who sets out deliberately to create conflicts and generate an emotional reaction.

If you find yourself the victim of trolling or the target of extreme negativity online, always seek support from the Social Media
Engagement Team: social-media@open.ac.uk

You can also do the following:

• Monitor your own response to trolls – do not feed their agenda!

• Report abuse directly to the social network

• Keep screen shots of any abusive messages as evidence

Look at the accounts posting trolling comments – how many followers do they have? Are they a part of your community or
simply showing up to sow discord? A lot of this behaviour can be safely ignored and they will move along to the next target
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WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR AND HOW TO RESPOND
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NEXT STEPS

• If in doubt, contact the Social Media Engagement Team for support and guidance

• The Social Media Toolkit has a wealth of training resources and examples for you to draw upon

• If you’re just getting started, listen first

• Talk to colleagues about social media, how they’re using it and what they get out of it

• Ask yourself what you would like to achieve. Social media is not always the best available option

Social Media Engagement Team email social-media@open.ac.uk
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VISIT THE SOCIAL MEDIA TOOLKIT FOR FAQs
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THANK YOU


